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Laser assisted associative desorption of N 2 and CO from Ru „0001…
L. Diekhöner,a) H. Mortensen, A. Baurichter, and A. C. Luntz
Fysisk Institut, Syddansk Universitet: Odense Universitet, Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark

~Received 11 September 2000; accepted 30 May 2001!

An experimental technique, laser assisted associative desorption~LAAD !, is described for
determining adiabatic barriers to activated dissociation at the gas-surface interface, as well as some
aspects of the dynamics of associative desorption. The basis of this technique is to use a laser
induced temperature jump~T-jump! at the surface to induce associative desorption and to measure
the translational energy distribution of the desorbing molecules. The highest translational energies
observed in desorption are a lower bound to the adiabatic barrier and the shapes of the translational
energy distributions provide information on the dynamics. Implementation of the experimental
technique is described in detail and unique advantages and possible limitations of the technique are
discussed. The application of this technique to very high barrier surface processes is described;
associative desorption of N2 from Ru~0001! and CO formed by C1O and C21O on Ru~0001!. N2

barriers to dissociation increases strongly with N coverage and co-adsorbed O, in good agreement
with DFT calculations. No isotope effects are seen in the associative desorption, indicating that
tunneling is not important. The full energy distributions suggest that very large energy loss to the
lattice occurs after recombination at the high barrier and prior to N2 desorption into the gas phase.
The mechanism for this remarkably large energy loss is not well understood, but is likely to be
general for other high barrier associative desorption reactions. CO associatively desorbs nearly
thermally from both C1O and C21O associative reactions. It is argued that this is due to large
energy loss for this system as well, followed by indirect scattering in the deep CO molecular well
before final exit into the gas phase. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The activated dissociation of simple molecules at
gas-surface interface has long been of interest for both
damental reasons and because of the importance of such
cesses in commercial heterogeneous catalysis.1 For example,
the dissociation of N2 at free sites on reduced Fe particles
the rate-limiting step in the Haber–Bosch synthesis
ammonia.2 Similarly, the dissociation of CH4 on Ni catalysts
is the rate-limiting step in the steam reforming of natu
gas.3 Although catalysts are in no sense well defined s
faces, there has been a long history of trying to build und
standing of catalysis based on chemistry at single cry
metal surfaces. Hence most attempts to understand activ
dissociation have concentrated on the dissociation of sim
molecules at well-defined single crystal metal surfaces.

Although dissociation of even simple diatomic mo
ecules at the gas-surface interface is a complicated mul
mensional process, much insight is gained from simple lo
dimensional models.4 A schematic one-dimensional pictoria
of an activated dissociation is given in Fig. 1. This also d
fines the major energy terms in dissociative adsorption
associative desorption; the barrierV* , the desorption energy
Edes, and atomic adsorption energiesEA ,EB . Some of the
most fundamental questions of dissociation dynamics re
to the height of the barrierV* and its location along the

a!Present address: Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, Heisenberg
str. 1, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany.
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reaction coordinate, i.e., whether the barrier is principa
along a translational or vibrational coordinate. Several
perimental techniques have evolved in recent years to pr
these~and other! aspects of dissociation dynamics at su
faces.

Perhaps the most widely utilized method to date
studying the dynamics of activated dissociation is the ap
cation of molecular beam techniques.5,6 Current generation
experiments use seeded supersonic nozzle beam techn
to directly measure the bare surface dissociation probab
S0 as a function of incident translational energy~E! and often
vibrational temperature~Tv! as well.7 These results are inter
preted in terms of vibrationally~v! dependent ‘‘S’’ shaped
translational excitation functionsS0(E,v). The ‘‘threshold’’
of the ‘‘S’’ shaped function for the lowest vibrational state
approximately the barrier height, while the shifts of the ‘‘S
shaped excitation functions with vibrational state are
scribed in terms of a vibrational efficacy~hv! for dissocia-
tion. The latter is related in simple low dimensional dynam
cal models to the location of the barrier in the potent
energy surface~PES!.4

When the time reversed process of associative des
tion from the surface can be probed, this often produces
even more detailed picture of the dissociation dynamics t
direct molecular beam measurements. For example, sens
laser spectroscopic techniques, e.g., resonantly enha
multiphoton ionization~REMPI!, can measure the detaile
nascent quantum state distributions, and even their tran
tional energy distributions, for molecules produced in as
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ciative desorption.8,9 By assuming that detailed balance is
good approximation, the associative desorption distributi
then provide indirect information on the full state resolv
dissociative chemisorption probabilities as well.10,11 Com-
parisons of state resolved associative desorption experim
for H2/Cu with direct dissociative chemisorption in molec
lar beam experiments justify the detailed balance approxi
tion for this particular system,11 and the H2/Cu system has
become the ‘‘benchmark’’ for discussions of activated a
sorption dynamics.

A variety of experimental techniques have previou
been utilized to initiate associative desorption for such in
rect studies of the dynamics of activated adsorption. T
most common technique to date is that of permeation.12,13 It
is limited to conditions when atomic diffusion is rapid, i.e
principally to H2 ~D2! associative desorption at high surfa
temperaturesTs . A technique with somewhat more genera
ity has recently been developed by Hodgson a
co-workers.14 This involves measuring the associative d
sorption flux immediately following the sudden stopping
dosing by an atom~or other precursor! beam at aTs greater
than the nominal associative desorption temperature. T
technique has been applied to both H2 associative desorption
from metals15,16 and to N2 associative desorption from
metals.17–20

In this paper, we describe an alternative technique
studying the energetics and dynamics of associative des
tion, so-called laser assisted associative desorption~LAAD !.
With this technique, some surface coverage of atoms or
lecular fragments is first created by whatever~slow! dosing
technique is appropriate. Following the creation of th
~stable or meta-stable! surface coverage on a low temper
ture surface, the surface is exposed to a pulsed laser w
induces a temperature jump~T-jump! of nominally the same
duration as the laser pulse length and whose magnitud
governed by the laser intensity. If theT-jump creates a sur
face temperature high enough, associative desorption is
duced. The essence of the LAAD technique is to measure
translational energy distribution of molecules associativ
desorbing as a result of this laser inducedT-jump. Since the

FIG. 1. Schematic one-dimensional representation of potential energy
activated adsorption and associative desorption of diatomic moleculeAB on
a surface. Energy termsV* , Edes, andEA(EB) are defined.
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desorption occurs only over the very short time of t
T-jump, time-of-flight techniques~TOF! can be used to mea
sure the translational energy distributions of the desorb
molecules. We anticipate that the highest translational ene
of the desorbing molecule gives a lower limit to the barr
height V* . The distribution at lower translational energie
reflects both internal excitation of the product and ene
loss to the lattice upon desorption.

One of the major advantages of LAAD is that since d
sorption is induced only during the short time of theT-jump,
the instantaneous density of desorbing molecules is gene
larger than in other techniques, and hence the detection
sitivity is greater than in the other techniques. Also, beca
theT-jumps are of short duration, it is possible to keep m
of the adsorbate on the surface during theT-jump and to
measure associative desorption at highTs , i.e., above the
nominal desorption temperature. This makes it possible
observe associative desorption even when it is not the low
energy pathway. For example, it has been possible to obs
CH31H associative desorption on Ru~0001!,21 although the
thermal dissociation of CH3 is the thermodynamically pre
ferred path.22 Similarly, it was possible to observe N1N as-
sociative desorption from terrace sites, even though the
rier to associative desorption is much lower at the step s
on the surface. In addition, LAAD allows associative deso
tion to be measured over a wide range of surface covera
so that any changes in the PES or dynamics due to cove
dependent phenomena can be observed.

As described here, the LAAD suffers two drawback
The first is that it does not provide internal state distrib
tions. A later paper will describe the combination of th
LAAD technique with laser state resolved detection of in
vidual molecular quantum states.23 Another potential draw-
back of the LAAD technique is that laser induced surfa
damage is always a possibility in all laserT-jump experi-
ments. Special care must be taken to make sure that dam
does not occur during experiments or in any way effect m
sured results.

In this paper, we give a general description of all expe
mental aspects of the LAAD technique as developed by u
brief description of laser heating of the Ru~0001! surface,
how theT-jump affects the kinetics of associative desorpti
in competition with other kinetic processes, how we min
mize and avoid laser induced surface damage and how
surfaceT-jump is characterized by measuring the trans
tional energy distribution of CO which is laser induced the
mally desorbed~LITD ! from the surface. We then describ
the application of LAAD to study the energetics and dyna
ics of associative desorption of N2 from Ru~0001!. We find
that the barrier height increases substantially with both N
O coverage on the surface. The results also indicate a l
energy loss to the lattice upon desorption, presumably fr
the vibrational coordinate. This indicates that the associat
dissociation dynamics cannot be even qualitatively discus
via the traditional two-dimensional~2D! elbow potential en-
ergy surface~PES! used conventionally to rationalize act
vated adsorption dynamics. We then apply the LAAD tec
nique to the isoelectronic associative desorption of C
produced by C1O and C21O on Ru~0001!. In this case,

or
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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energy loss to the lattice is so severe that the CO is deso
with thermal energies. It is suggested that this is in part
to the larger influence in associative desorption/dissocia
adsorption dynamics of the deeper molecular well for C
relative to N2 .

II. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we give a brief overview of the expe
mental arrangement used in these LAAD studies. Some
plication specific details will be given later. A block diagra
of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 2. The setup
cludes an ultrahigh vacuum system with various surface
ence tools, atomic and molecular beams, a laser and ima
system for irradiating the surface with a pulsed laser an
differentially pumped rotatable quadrupole mass spectr
eter~QMS! for measuring the time of flight of laser desorb
particles.

The ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! system with various sur
face preparation and surface science capabilities has
described previously.24,25 Atom dosing of the sample wa
accomplished via an active ‘‘beam’’ produced with a micr
wave discharge atom source described in detail in Ref. 2
separate rotatable differentially pumped mass spectrom
was used to detect desorbing molecules from the surfac
LAAD experiments and to measure their time-of-flight d
tributions. This QMS was also used to characterize the T
and hence energy distributions of all incident molecu
beams.

Theoretical modeling suggested that the optimum
sorption time scale for LAAD studies26 should be ca. 100 ns
This time is sufficiently short that TOF techniques can
used to measure the energy distribution of desorbing
ticles with reasonable energy resolution and sensitivity.
the other hand, the time is long enough that problems du
stress induced laser damage of the surface should be min
since theT-jump necessary to desorb a measurable frac
of molecules is lower using a longer pulse.27 Although this is

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for LAAD.
.
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not a common range for pulsed lasers, we utilized
Q-switched Alexandrite laser~Light Age Inc. Model PAL
101™! to produce ca. 400 mJ in pulse lengths@full width at
half maximum~FWHM!# of 70–130 ns. Since the nomina
wavelength of 750 nm is quite far into the red, laser induc
photochemistry of molecules/atoms adsorbed on surface
unlikely to be induced with this laser excitation.28

The birefringent tuning element was removed from t
Alexandrite laser so that it lased on a large number of lon
tudinal modes~bandwidth of ca. 4 nm at 750 nm! and also on
several spatial modes~ca. 5!. The latter caused some spati
inhomogeneity in the beam intensity profile. Because
mode beating there was also shot-to-shot fluctuation in
spatial pattern of the beam. Since inhomogeneities in
spatial profile lead to uneven heating on the surface and
emphasize laser damage problems, the laser beam wa
mogenized prior to striking the surface by propagating
light through a 10 m long coiled multimode silica clad fib
of 400 mm core diameter. Because many modes of the fi
are excited, the net result is that spatial structure in the be
is minimized, as well as shot-to-shot spatial fluctuations
the laser. In addition, an unpolarized beam~averaged over
any reasonably spatial scale! is also obtained. The light out
put from the end of the fiber is geometrically imaged on
the surface with 33 magnification using a single lens~see
Fig. 2!. Assuming perfect geometrical optics imaging fro
the fiber tip onto the surface, the net result is that the surf
is illuminated with a 1.2 mm diameter highly reproducib
and smooth spatial laser pulse with a nearly Gaussian sp
distribution as measured by a scanning small aperture.
temporal profile of the laser pulse is also nearly Gaussian
detected with a fast photodiode.

In the LAAD experiments, molecules are desorbed fro
the surface by a short laser induced temperature jump.
sorption occurs only over a time that is much smaller th
the flight time to the QMS ionizer in the rotatable detec
and TOF techniques can thus be used to measure tra
tional energy distributions. In order to convert the TOF
absolute energies, the surface-ionizer distance must
known accurately, as well as the QMS insertion delay
tween ionization and final detection.

The flight distance from the surface to the center of
ionizer ~L! has been measured both geometrically and
calibration with a supersonic He beam, with known veloci
which can enter through both the front side and back side
the differentially pumped rotatable ionizer. Both measu
ments agreed within 2 mm and the average gaveL597 mm.
The uncertainty in the surface-ionizer distance is thus,2%,
introducing an uncertainty of,4% in the translational en
ergy measured in LAAD. The laser spot on the surface, fr
where desorption takes place is only;1 mm in diameter and
the solid angle viewed by the differentially pumped QM
~ionizer! is only 831024 sr, defined by an aperture of 2.2
mm placed 71 mm from the surface. The main instrumen
broadening is thus due to the finite ionizer length. In
cases, the analysis of the TOF distributions involved a c
volution over the finite length of the ionizer~ca. 5 mm!. This,
however, introduced only minimal broadening of the TOF

The insertion delay within the QMS,tQMS, was cali-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3359J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 7, 15 August 2001 Laser assisted associative desorption
brated by using seeded supersonic beams of Ar and p
atomic molecules like CO2, N2 , C2H6 , etc. Since all daugh
ter peaks in the QMS were created at the same flight t
~i.e., Ar1 and Ar11 or C1, CO1, and CO2

1 , etc.!, the dif-
ference in overall TOF for the various daughter peaks w
used to calibrate the mass dependent insertion delay thro
the QMS. A wide range of experiments were fit to an expr
sion of the formtQMS5(a1bi)Am/q, wherea and b are
adjustable constants,i is the emission current of the ionize
and m and q are the mass and charge of the fragment. T
dependence uponi was necessary to account for a slig
change in the extraction of ions from the ionizer due
changes in the space charge field. Ionizer conditions w
chosen to minimize this extraction time rather than to op
mize detection sensitivity. To guarantee reproducibility
tQMS, all ionizer and QMS voltages remained fixed after t
calibration.

III. LASER HEATING AND LAAD

A. Laser heating of metal surfaces

When a metal surface is irradiated with a laser pulse,
light is absorbed in the uppermost layer, the skin de
~;100 Å!, where the photon energy is transferred to me
electrons. After initial excitation, the electrons rapidly tran
fer energy to the lattice through electron–phonon collisio
The time scale for the decay of initial excitation in
phonons is on the order of a few picoseconds at room t
perature for most metals.29 The system thus reaches loc
thermal equilibrium and can be described by a tempera
for times longer than the relaxation time, i.e., for times of
100 ps. Since the temporal pulse length of the Alexand
laser used for LAAD is ca. 100 ns, the effects of laser ex
tation of the surface are well described as a temperature j
or T-jump. After excitation and thermalization in the sk
depth, the heat diffuses into the bulk.

In this time region, temporal surface temperature profi
Ts(t) have been shown to be well described by a o
dimensional heat diffusion equation.27,29–31Ts(t) following
irradiation with a temporally Gaussian laser pulse of s
tially homogeneous intensityI (t) of width tp5100 ns
FWHM and a peak intensity ofI 056.5 MW/cm2 is shown
in Fig. 3~a!. The optical reflectivityR, thermal conductivity
k and specific heat capacity cp characteristic
of Ru have been used to model the absorption of light
diffusion of heat away from the surface~R50.62,k
51.17 W/cm K andcp50.238 J/g K!. The laser profile is
also plotted on the same figure. It is seen that the tempera
profile has about the same width in time as the laser pu
We refer throughout this paper to thisTs(t) as a temperature
jump or T-jump. Since our laser beam is almost Gauss
spatially, theTs(t) calculation has been generalized to a
count for this in Fig. 3~b! and this is taken as the most rea
istic representation of the experimentalT-jump.

Since the heating rate for 10–100 ns laser pulses w
energy of a few tens of mJ is about 109– 1012 K/s, much
higher than obtainable with conventional heating method
the entire crystal, entirely new experiments are possible
have been actively exploited. These have been generic
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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called laser induced thermal desorption~LITD ! experiments.
For example,T-jumps have been used to desorb a small fr
tion of thermally unstable surface species. This allows
concentration of these unstable species to be followed
function of time in kinetic studies.27 In other studies, a spa
tial hole ~or grating! of ad-particles is created by laser d
sorption on the surface and the refilling of the hole is f
lowed in time by LITD. This yields one of the mos
productive methods to measure surface chemical diffus
constants.27

The application we are principally interested in is to i
duce associative desorption of species adsorbed on the
face via theT-jump and to use this to measureenergetics and
dynamicsof associative desorption. Hence this is given t
separate name laser assisted associative desorption~LAAD !
to distinguish it from chemical rate studies.

B. Kinetics of associative desorption

The rate,R(t), of associative desorption is assumed
follow a second order Arrhenius expression:

R~ t !52
dQ

dt
5Q2n exp@2Edes/kBTs~ t !#, ~1!

where Q is the atomic adsorbate coverage, relative to
number of surface atoms,n is the ‘‘pre- exponential,’’Edes is
the desorption energy andkB is Boltzmann’s constant. Fo

FIG. 3. ~a! Surface temperature jumpTs(t) and pseudo-first-order desorp
tion rateR(t) caused by spatially homogeneous laser intensityI (t), with a
Gaussian temporal profile, wheret is time. All terms are relative to their
peaks and detailed parameters are given in the text.~b! Surface temperature
jump Ts(r ,t) as a function of radiusr and timet for a Gaussian spatial and
temporally laser pulse.~c! Desorption rateR(r ,t) as a function of radiusr
and timet for a Gaussian spatial and temporally laser pulse.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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purposes of illustration, we assume thatQ'1 and that only
a small fraction of atoms are desorbed during aT-jump so
that the coverage can be considered constant. Reaso
kinetic parameters ofEdes51 eV andn51013 s21 predict an
associative desorption peak for slow surface heating~TPD!
of 400 K. Assuming that the surface is initially at 200 K
well below the conventional associative desorption featu
the predicted associative desorptionR(t) due to the laser
pulse and heating described in Fig. 3~a! is also included in
this figure. The important thing to note is that since the r
depends exponentially on temperature, desorption only
curs in a rather small range of times and temperatures c
to the peak temperature obtained in theT-jump ~Tpeak!. In-
clusion of a Gaussian spatial variation as well gives the
of associative desorption in Fig. 3~c!. We see that because o
the extremely nonlinear dependence of desorption uponTs ,
the desorbed fraction is narrowed both spatially and tem
rally with respect to theT-jump. The fraction of molecules
desorbed from the laser-heated spot on the surface is n
1023 ML for this set of parameters. This desorbed fracti
was assumed to be optimal for LAAD studies. This mea
that the assumption ofQ' constant is fulfilled, but that there
is sufficient desorption for high sensitivity. It also insur
that the instantaneous gas phase density due to desorpt
low enough that collisions in the gas phase will not dist
the nascent distribution produced by the associative des
tion on the surface.32

Since the temperature varies in time during theT-jump,
desorption takes place over a small range of temperatu
For the realisticT-jump and associative desorption describ
in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!, 90% desorb within 100 K ofTpeakand
ca. 70% within 50 K ofTpeak. We thus approximate LAAD
as occurring isothermally atTpeak. We believe that this
causes only minimal error in the analysis of the dynam
and tests of detailed balance.

C. Competing kinetic pathways

Rapid laser heating can make the observation of nont
modynamic pathways favored kinetically. This is because
surface temperature can be raised to higher values than
erally allowed by the energetically favored processes in s
heating. This is often the basis of the LITD studies of chem
cal kinetics mentioned above. This feature also plays a
nificant role in LAAD.

Consider two ~pseudo-first-order! reaction pathways
R1(t)5n1 exp(2E1 /kBTs) and R2(t)5n2 exp(2E2 /kBTs),
with E2.E1 andn2@n1 . Thus,R1(t) is the thermodynami-
cally favored pathway, butR2(t) has a larger phase spac
This often describes the kinetics of dissociation of an
sorbed unstable species in competition with associative
sorption, with R1(t) representing dissociation of the a
sorbed species andR2(t) representing associativ
desorption.33 For concreteness, we use the following para
eters: E150.5 eV, E250.94 eV and assumen2 /n152
3103. With adiabatic slow heating conditions, the adsorb
species follows the minimum energy path and dissocia
predominates. However, Fig. 4 shows that at higherTs , de-
sorption is in fact favored. Therefore, if we can heat f
enough so that much of the adsorbed species do not e
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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desorb or dissociate untilTs is high, associative desorption i
in fact the kinetically favored path. One example is the
sociative desorption of CH4, from Ru~0001! and the param-
eters mentioned above that are the basis for Fig. 4 are ap
priate for this system.22 If a surface with adsorbed methy
~CH3! and hydrogen is heated slowly, all the methyl disso
ates since this is the lowest energy pathway. However, w
a T-jump is generated by rapid laser heating, significant
sociative desorption of methane is observed and this all
the investigation of this high energy associative desorpt
pathway. This will be reported elsewhere21 and compared to
the time-reversed measurements of direct dissociative
sorption of molecular beams of CH4.

Another example, of two competing pathways is the
sociative desorption from terraces versus that from def
step sites. Here the two reaction pathways are associa
desorption from the different surface sites,R1(t) represent-
ing desorption from the lower barrier defect sites andR2(t)
representing desorption from majority terrace sites. In t
case we assume thatv15srdefectv2 , whererdefect is the de-
fect density ands being some steric factor that accounts f
the restricted geometry to obtain low barriers at a step.
Fig. 4 suggests, preferential desorption from the low bar
defect sites is preferred in normal TPD~low Ts! sinceR1(t)
is dominant. On the other hand, the highTs produced in laser
T-jumps can produce desorption from the higher barrier
more abundant terrace sites. This is an important issue in
LAAD of N 2 from Ru~0001! and will be discussed later in
connection with these experiments.

D. Laser induced surface damage „and avoiding it …

Because incident laser power densities at the surface
moderately high for LITD and LAAD, laser induced surfac
damage is a concern in such experiments and must
avoided.

Laser induced surface damage of metals has been
studied macroscopically since the advent of the laser, b
from the perspective of developing high power laser mirr
and for materials processing.34 Lasers causing melting o

FIG. 4. Ratio of associative desorptionR2 to dissociationR1 as a function
of surface temperatureTs . Parameters for this plot are described in the te
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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evaporation of surface material obviously cause surface d
age. However, damage also occurs at significantly lo
T-jumps than required to melt the surface. The origin of t
damage is generally thought to be the creation of stress a
surface. When the laser light is absorbed, strong heating
tially occurs only in the optical skin depth of the metal. Th
causes large thermal expansion of the surface region rela
to the bulk and hence induces stress. When theT-jump
causes surface stress larger than the elastic limit, sur
damage can occur. A key aspect of this conventional pic
of laser induced damage is that there is a thresholdT-jump
~laser intensity! below which there should be no surfac
damage.

Microscopic experiments have confirmed some parts
this stress picture. Recent STM experiments on Nd:Yag la
irradiated Pt~111! 35 observed a threshold for damage at
T-jump of ;500 K. The damage was assigned to creation
screw dislocations and dislocation lines caused by slip al
the$111% planes of the bulk. LEED measurements of excim
laser surface disordering of a Rh~111! surface36 found an
onset for this disordering at aT-jump of 650 K. They also
observed a lower onset for damage on a vicinal Rh surfa

It is also often observed that macroscopic laser indu
damage appears as a gross surface rippling of the metal
grating formation with periods on the order of an optic
wavelength. The origin of this surface rippling is not partic
larly well understood but is thought to involve interferen
of the incident light with a surface plasmon induced by t
light itself. Once this interference begins to form a gratin
this grating enhances further coupling into the surface p
mon, causing more interference until macroscopic dam
builds up by a positive feedback mechanism.37 Since the
requirement for surface rippling is that atom motion be
duced by the incident laser, either by melting, stress-indu
defect formation, etc., it is generally assumed that aT-jump
threshold exists for its formation as well. The formation
optical length scale damage is particularly troublesome s
the time constant for annealing out irregularities at a surf
scale roughly as 1/L4, where L is the length scale of the
irregularity.38 Thus it is virtually impossible to remove ir
regularities on the order of 1000 Å, even by extended
neals.

In part, our decision to use a 100 ns laser forT-jumps
was based on an attempt to remain below theT-jump thresh-
old for stress-induced damage. Conventional 10 ns laser
quired considerably higherT-jumps to desorb a given frac
tion of the adsorbates within the shorterT-jump and
exacerbate the problem of laser damage. The advantage
longer pulse laser for LITD has been emphasized before27

Initial T-jumps were investigated by us with a Pt~111!
crystal at laser powers well below the reported threshold
stress-induced damage.35 Nevertheless, after ca. 10 000 las
pulses, a macroscopic surface rippling was observed.
extent of this rippling seemed related to the total opti
fluence integrated over all pulses rather than the intensit
individual pulses and a threshold. Extended sputtering
annealing over many days did not remove the macrosc
rippling. Since theT-jumps used in these experiments we
well below the reported level required for stress-induced
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fect motion, an alternative mechanism is required for at
motion on the surface to account for the surface rippling

Ernst et al.39 have suggested that a photophysical p
cesses can cause adatom-vacancy pair formation via lo
ized d-band excitations which are strongly coupled
phonons. As evidence, they observed these adatom and
cancies formed on Cu single crystals at lowTs and low laser
intensities with He atom scattering. At higherTs where the
adatoms and vacancies were mobile, STM experime
showed nucleation into adatom and vacancy islands, u
mately forming nanoscale pyramids or extensive light
duced damage. We suggest that similar processes are
sible on Pt~111!. Since adatoms and vacancies diffuse rapi
at even modestTs , this photophysical mechanism then pr
vides the necessary mobility of surface atoms to macrosc
cally restructure the surface, without any apparent thresh
and with a dependence upon the cumulative fluence of
laser pulses. Fortunately, no apparent photophysical dam
was observed on the Ru~0001! crystal used in the LAAD
studies reported here, although many of the steps outli
below were employed to minimize this possibility.

Since a damage mechanism without a threshold i
problem for all LITD and LAAD experiments, considerab
effort was expended in trying to minimize this damage
LAAD experiments. It is especially important to minimiz
macroscopic damage occurring on the surface since this
not disappear upon annealing. Since surface rippling requ
interference, we minimized the spatial and temporal coh
ence of the laser beam striking the surface and random
its polarization. Reducing spatial coherence and polariza
scrambling were accomplished by propagation through
long multimode optical fiber and the temporal coheren
minimized by removing the birefringent tuner in the Alexa
drite laser. Because of the possibility of photophysically
duced surface damage, only a small fluence was used be
well annealing the surface in all experiments reported he

LAAD and LITD experiments on Ru~0001! were under-
taken minimizing both the laser intensity and total fluen
incident upon the surface for a given experiment. The la
was focused to a spot of ca. 1.5 mm diameter on the sur
and the surface exposed to only a few laser shots, typic
5–40. The surface was then translated to expose another
tial spot on the surface and the procedure repeated. In
some 60 separate spatial spots were available on the sur
After this, the surface was annealed to 1600 K. The ann
after only a few laser shots per spot minimized the possi
ity of any macroscopic defect formation accumulating on
surface. In addition the surface quality before and after la
irradiation was investigated with specular He scatterin40

and CO TPD, both techniques being very sensitive to mic
scopic defects. Even after many repeated experiments o
kind outlined above, absolutely no evidence was seen of
cumulative microscopic surface damage. Visual inspection
the surface also indicated no macroscopic optical defe
forming even after repeated experiments. Finally, LAAD e
periments for both 5 or 10 laser shots per spot showed
differences to those of 40 laser shots per spot, except
signal to noise~S/N!. This indicates that microscopic defec
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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also did not affect the dynamics of LAAD before a surfa
anneal as well.

Thus, under the conditions used for LAAD and LIT
experiments on Ru~0001!, neither microscopic nor macro
scopic surface damage seemed to occur to an extent th
affected any results. Whether this is due to a low efficien
for photophysical laser damage for Ru relative to Cu or P
whether this is due to the experimental procedures develo
here is not determined.

E. Ts measurements: LITD of CO

It has been discussed previously that the simple o
dimensional heat diffusion model presented in Sec. III A w
describesTs(t) over the region where desorption occu
Therefore in principle, measurements of the temporal
spatial dependence of laser intensityI (r ,t) and knowledge of
the optical and thermal properties of the surface~and theirTs

dependence! could give an accurate theoretical prediction
Ts(t). However, uncertainties in the actual spatial intens
distributionon the surfacemake such predictions only est
mates. Therefore we try to measure the surface tempera
indirectly by measuring the temperatureTCO which describes
the Maxwell– Boltzmann distribution of velocities of CO
from LITD of a ~partially! CO covered Ru~0001! surface
with the identical laser pulse as used for LAAD experimen

The motivation for this measurement is that we anti
pate thatTCO'Tpeak if the molecule desorbs in equilibrium
with the surface. This implies that there are no dynamic
fects in the LITD that produce a nonequilibrium translation
energy distribution. Both molecular beam41–43 and thermal
background dosing experiments44 show that the initial stick-
ing coefficient S0'1 at low incident energies and that
decreases only slightly with increased translational ene
Thus, as anticipated, there is no barrier between gas p
CO and adsorbed CO and no significant translational coo
is anticipated upon desorption. TOF measurements of
thermally desorbing during TPD experiments from Pt~111!
and Ni~100! follows a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution with
TCO;0.95Ts,

45 so it is reasonable to assume that LITD
CO from Ru~0001! will also yield a good estimate ofTpeak.

For reproducibility, we always measure the TOF dist
bution of CO LITD at normal incidence to the surface for
well ordered adlayer with a coverage of 0.25 ML.44 LITD are
initiated fromTs5300 K and the LITD from several spatia
spots on the surface and 10–20 laser pulses per spo
averaged. The inset of Fig. 5 shows an example of suc
TOF and a fit to a flux-weighted Maxwell–Boltzmann dist
bution with TCO5812 K. Although both LITD and LAAD
actually occur over a range ofTs , as discussed earlier, th
agreement in the inset of Fig. 5 shows that treating the
sorption as occurring at a singleTs5Tpeak is a reasonable
approximation.

Figure 5 shows theT-jump given asDTs5TCO2T0 ,
with T05300 K as the initial bias temperature, as a functi
of laser pulse energy. The total desorption yield also
creases at lowerDTs so the lowest intensities used represe
roughly the detection limit for LITD under these condition
Measurements for two different temporal pulse lengthstp
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resulting from two different Alexandrite laser rods a
shown. Neglecting all complications due to the fact th
LITD occurs over a small range ofTs , DTs should scale
linearly with laser pulse energy and go through the orig
While agreement with such a picture is not perfect, it is
reasonable approximation, especially for the results with
more stable laser attp5100 ns. Since we do not know
a priori I (r ,t) at the surface, we have assumed that
Gaussian spatial and temporal distribution emanating fr
the end of the multimode fiber is simply imaged onto t
surface with 33 magnification. The lines in Fig. 5 represe
the prediction assuming a theoretical GaussianI (r ,t) at an
angle of incidence of 57° and with a best fit spot size at
surface for each case; 1.45 mm diameter~FWHM! for 130 ns
laser pulses and 1.35 mm diameter for 100 ns laser pu
These are quite close to the 1.2 mm diameter predicted
suming perfect imaging of the fiber without any aberratio
Since the focus of the imaging system was optimized
maximizing the LITD signal, the good agreement betwe
TCO andTpeakcalculated assuming the one-dimensional~1D!
heat diffusion model is satisfying. This also demonstra
that the assignment of a singleTs5Tpeak to characterize
LITD is reasonable.

As described above, the LITD results are complet
consistent with the assumption thatTCO'Ts5Tpeak, as for
slow CO thermal desorption.45 However, the few prior LITD
experiments of CO from metal surface in the literature co
not be interpreted in terms of a simple equilibrium picture
the LITD process.46,47 We do not know why these earlie
experiments did not observe the simple equilibrium LIT
behavior. One experimental difference is that in our expe
ments only a small fraction of adsorbed CO~ca. 1023 ML !
was desorbed per laser pulse and in the other experime
much larger fraction~.10%! was desorbed per laser puls

FIG. 5. Temperature of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distributionTCO, given as
DTs5TCO2TO, as a function of laser fluenceEpulse in the pulse. Two laser
pulse lengthstp are included; 100 ns and 130 ns. The solid and dashed l
represent predictions of the standard model for peak temperatures ach
in laserT-jumps for eachtp , assuming a best fit spot size on the surface
each. The inset shows a CO LITD desorption densityD(t) produced by a
100 ns laser pulse of a given fluence~60 mJ! as a function of time of flight
to detector t. The solid line is a Maxwell–Boltzmann distributionTCO

5812 K and assumes all desorption at a single peak temperature in
T-jump.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In addition, laser induced desorption of CO from Ru~0001!
from intense fs laser excitation conclusively demonstra
that the laser desorption is phonon or thermally driven,
though they did not obtain good agreement of the CO tra
lational energy distribution with their estimate ofTs

5Tpeak.
48

Although TCO was quite reproducible for clean surfac
at the same laser intensity, and was what we believe to
good estimate ofTpeak, there was a variation inTCO of 650
K with chemical impurities and defects. Cleaning of t
sample always restored the same clean surface values
given laser intensity. The origin of this small chemical effe
is unclear.

F. LAAD analysis

The LAAD experiment measures the translational e
ergy distribution of moleculeAB formed by the associative
desorption ofA1B following a laser inducedT-jump. Since
associative desorption is a slow process, we anticipate
the nascentA2B molecule at the transition state is therma
equilibrated with the lattice and that transition state theor
a reasonable description of the thermal associative des
tion process. Energy conservation from the transition s
into theAB molecule gives

^Etot&5V* ~0!1(
v*

^«v* &Ts
1

1

2
kBTs

'E1«v1«R1^d«q&. ~2!

V* (0) is the adiabatic zero point corrected barri
(v* ^«v* &Ts

is the energy in transition state vibration
modes perpendicular to the reaction coordinate,1

2 kBTs is the
energy in the reaction coordinate from the final thermal fl
tuation,E, «v , and«R are the translational, vibrational, an
rotational energy of the nascentAB molecule and̂ d«q& is
any energy loss to the lattice upon desorption. Assuming
the vibrational modes at the transition state involving h
dered translations parallel to the surface and hindered r
tions are adiabatic and takingE to represent only the com
ponent of translational energy normal to the surface,^Etot&
5V* (0)1kBTs is partitioned betweenE, «v , and^d«q& for
a diatomicA–B.

The observed LAAD TOF desorptiondensityfor a given
coverageQ, DQ(t), is a function of time rather than trans
lational energyE normal to the surface. This is related to th
energy dependent desorptionflux DQ(E,Ts) through a
simple Jacobian transformationDQ(E,Ts)}t2DQ(t) and is
used to interpret the measured TOF density in terms of
ergy dependent fluxes.49,50

Regardless of how the dynamics partitions the energ
the associative desorption betweenE, «v , and^d«q&, in the
limit Ts50 k the highestE observed must be a lower limit t
the adiabatic barrierV* (0). Thus, simple measurement o
the high energy threshold inDQ(t) ~after accounting forTs!
gives a lower limit to the adiabatic barrier, which usually
quite difficult to infer directly in molecular beam
experiments.51

A discussion of the partitioning of̂Etot& betweenE, «v ,
and ^d«q&, assuminĝ d«q&50, and its relationship to acti
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vated adsorption experiments is given elsewhere.51 For the
results discussed here, however, energy loss to the lattic
large and dominates the desorption dynamics. This natur
makes it impossible to interpretDQ(E,Ts) in terms of stiff
lattice dynamics. This will be discussed later in terms of t
systems studied.

IV. LAAD of N 2 from Ru „0001…

A. Previous studies of the N 2ÕRu„0001… barrier

The interaction of N2 and N with Ru~0001! has attracted
much attention in the surface science community over rec
years. In part this is due to the possible role of supported
as an end catalyst for commercial NH3 synthesis. The rate
limiting step in NH3 synthesis on Ru is thought to be th
dissociative chemisorption of N2 . On Ru~0001!, this disso-
ciation is strongly activated, with theoretical estimates of
2 eV barrier18,52–54 lying principally along the N–N vibra-
tional coordinate.

Because this barrier is high and is thought to be in
vibrational degree of freedom, it has proven difficult to o
tain direct experimental measurement of the barrier heig
Background dosing experiments suggested a thermal stic
of S0510212,55 consistent with only a much lower barrie
than 2 eV. High pressure thermal rate studies of NH3 forma-
tion from N2 and H2 on both Ru~0001!56 and model
catalysts57are also only consistent with a much lower barr
to N2 dissociation. In an attempt to measure the barrier
rectly Dahl et al.53 measured the activation energy of hig
pressure N2 dissociation on Ru~0001! and obtained a value
of only 0.4 eV, consistent with the low barriers of the NH3

formation reaction,56 but much lower than the theoretical e
timates. DFT calculations suggest that the dissociation
rier is strongly lowered at step sites and this was verifi
directly in the thermal experiments. When the low dens
~ca. 1% on the crystal of Dahlet al.! of natural step sites on
the surface were poisoned by coadsorption of gold, a m
higher activation energy of 1.3 eV was obtained.53 The au-
thors even speculate that this may not be the true barrie
dissociation on terrace sites, but rather the barrier for
migration away from step sites.

Using molecular beam techniques, Rommet al.58 mea-
sured the dissociation probabilityS0 over a fairly wide range
of conditions and suggested a barrier of;2 eV. The results
showed evidence for vibrational as well as translational
tivation. These experimental results, however, had a qua
tive behavior very different from all other molecular bea
studies of activated adsorption so that the authors sugge
a nontraditional nonadiabatic model to explain their resu
and to extract a barrier~which is not at all evident in the
experimental behavior!. Because the model is so differen
than the accepted adiabatic view of activated adsorption,
not entirely clear how to evaluate this barrier estimate.
will report elsewhere59 our measurements ofS0 and a com-
pletely different interpretation and model ofS0 than pro-
posed by Rommet al.

Recently, state resolved measurements of N2 formed in
the dissociation of NH3 on a hot Ru~0001! surface have been
analyzed, assuming that this measures the associative
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sorption of N2 from Ru~0001!.18 This experiment presents
puzzling picture for the barrier since the energy depende
of the desorption flux peaks at low translational energ
~consistent with a low barrier! but tails to high translationa
energies~consistent with a high barrier!. Dahlet al.53 suggest
that these results may be significantly influenced by st
and defects.

B. Experiment

General experimental procedures for LAAD were d
cussed earlier. Here we simply stress a few system depen
procedures.

A given coverage of N on Ru~0001! was produced by
exposure of a clean surface to a N atom beam in the manne
described previously.25 Because there was a lower bac
ground of mass 30 relative to mass 28 in the QMS used
measure the TOF,15N was used for most experiments. N
isotope effect was observed in the LAAD.

To insure that laser induced surface damage did not
fect results, the procedures discussed in Sec. III D were
ployed. The LAAD based on just a few laser pulses p
spatial spot~5/spot! was identical to those when more las
pulses were used~40/spot!. There was also no observab
difference of the LAAD from spot to spot. Nor were the
any differences from day to day as the experiments w
repeated under identical conditions. All indicate that la
damage is not a problem under our experimental conditio
In addition, further investigations of the surface quality af
LAAD showed no increase in surface defects as observe
CO TPD and specular He atom scattering. This also indic
that no laser damage was accumulating with the limi
number of laser pulses after annealing of the crystal. T
reproducibility of the LAAD at a given N coverage, bot
spatially and over time, also suggests that the LAAD is pr
ing the majority terraces rather than some special mino
defect sites that are spatially and temporally inhomogene
In addition, increasing the defect density by a factor of 10
ca. 2% by a light sputter did not increase the yield of LAA
nor change the shape ofDQ(t). This also suggests that de
fects are not the dominant source of N2 LAAD. Finally, the
laser power generating theT-jump was increased somewh
so that bleaching of a spatial spot due to associative des
tion was observed. The total number of desorbed molec
estimated via the overall N2 pressure rise in the UHV cham
ber was compatible with the estimate of the total numbe
molecules adsorbed in the irradiated spot. Since diffusion
N on Ru~0001! is very limited during the shortT-jump, this
also suggests that majority~terrace! sites are responsible fo
the observed LAAD.

To obtain LAAD after a given N coverage was pr
duced, the Ru~0001! crystal was biased at a temperatureT0

as high as possible without causing normal thermal des
tion during the time where the LAAD experiment was don
This insures that the N coverageQN remains constant during
the experiments. Because TPD features are quite broad
pecially at lowerQN , T0 was often quite far below the TPD
peak. The surface temperature at which desorption occu
thenTs5T01DTs , with DTs determined from the LITD of
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CO, as described in Sec. III E, under identical laser exc
tion conditions as used for LAAD experiment.DTs is mea-
sured immediately following the measurement of LAAD
that any possible changes in the laser or of its imaging o
the surface with time were taken into account.

LAAD was usually obtained by averaging the TOF fro
typically 1000 laser pulses spread over 40–60 different s
tial spots on the surface. The N2 TPD spectra of the remain
ing ad-layer was identical to that of the initially prepare
layer, with the exception that the lowestTs peak in the TPD
was somewhat diminished. From the total integrated loss
N2 TPD signal before and after ca 1000 laser shots, we e
mate that the yield of N2 desorbing per laser pulse is ver
small ~,1023 ML !. Therefore, the TOF produced by man
laser shots could be averaged without changingQN signifi-
cantly. This result also suggests that LAAD occurs only fro
the ‘‘state’’ or structure that gives the lowest TPD peak.25

C. Experimental results

A preliminary version of some of these results has be
published elsewhere.54 These results were interpreted assu
ing that there was no energy loss to the lattice upon des
tion. In this section, we present other experimental res
and a significantly modified discussion based upon the fi
ing that there is massive energy loss to the lattice upon
sorption. This interpretation is strongly supported
REMPI-state resolved LAAD data obtained recently.23

It was suggested previously by us that the barrier
tween gas phase N2 and the adsorbed state is covera
dependent.25 To study this in detail, LAAD was observed a
several initialQN . TOF curves are shown in Fig. 6 for th
differentQN . The correspondingTs are 800, 875, 1000, and

FIG. 6. 15N2 LAAD desorption densityDQ(t) as a function of time of flight
t for severalQN as marked on the curves. The top axis labels the tran
tional energyE. The arrows mark the barriersV* .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Measured (VLAAD* ) and calculated (VDFT* ) values for the coverage dependence of the minim
energy barrier.

QN ~ML ! 0.23 0.32 0.48 0.60 0.73 0.21
QO ~ML ! 0 0 0 ;0 ;0 0.30
VLAAD* ~eV! 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.8 2.1

QN ~ML ! 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.25
QO ~ML ! 0 0 0 0 0.25
VDFT* ~eV! 2.1 2.2 3.5 4.8 2.2
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1600 K for QN50.73, 0.60, 0.48, and 0.23 ML, respe
tively. The higherTs for the lowerQN results both from the
fact that a higherT0 is used but also that a largerT-jump is
required because the desorption yield decreases q
strongly with decreasingQN . Despite the limitedS/Nof the
experiments, it is clear in Fig. 6 that both the onset and
center of the LAAD shifts to longer TOF at lowerQN . The
arrows mark the high energy onset, appropriately broade
by kBTs , i.e., the lower limit to the adiabatic barrier at th
given QN . Values are listed in Table I asVLAAD* . These
shifts are completely consistent with the barrier increase w
QN suggested earlier by indirect evidence25 and DFT calcu-
lations.

It was also shown previously25 that the TPD peak for
low coverage N adsorbed on Ru~0001! is shifted to much
lower Ts with coadsorption of oxygen. SinceEdes5V*
22EN ~see Fig. 1!, this could result from either changes
V* , EN or both. In an attempt to separate these effects,
have measured the LAAD of a surface withQN50.21 and
QO50.30 formed by first exposing a clean surface to the
atom beam atTs5500 K followed by a background satura
tion exposure to O2 at Ts5300 K. These results showed
small shift to a higher energy threshold relative to that for
caseQN50.23 andQO50, and hence an increase inVLAAD* .
These values are also given in Table I.

In order to test for an isotopic dependence in LAAD, w
compareDQ(E,Ts)}t2DQ(t) obtained from experimenta
LAAD for both 15N2 and 14N2 obtained with identical con-
ditions, i.e.,QN and Ts . A comparison between isotopes
shown in Fig. 7 for bothQN50.5 andQN50.73. While
there is a substantial energy shift inDQ(E,Ts) with QN due
to the change in barrier withQN ~see Fig. 6!, there is no
measurable difference between the two isotopic species
both QN . In addition, the overall yield per pulse of LAAD
was identical for the two isotopes at bothQN . This implies
that the total rate of associative desorption is the same
both isotopes as well.

DQ(E,Ts) for 15N2 for a coverageQN50.6 is given in
Fig. 8 for two differentT-jumps corresponding to desorptio
temperatures ofTs5TCO5875 K andTs5TCO51300 K. It
is evident that there is no significant change inDQ(E,Ts)
with Ts .

D. DFT calculations

Because the interaction of N2 and N with Ru~0001! has
attracted so much attention within the surface science c
munity, there have been many DFT calculations of vario
g 2001 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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aspects of the interaction.18,52–54,60Of special interest for this
work are DFT calculations to study theQN dependence of
the dissociation barrier. A preview of these calculations h
been reported previously54 and is presented in detail else
where by Hammer.61 Therefore, we restrict discussion o
these calculations to the minimum necessary to interpret
experiments reported here.

The calculations are summarized in Fig. 9, with an e
ergy origin at the N2 ~g!1clean Ru~0001! asymptote. Four
consecutive N2 desorption events~with transition statesA, B,
C, and D! are described in ac(434) surface super cel
which initially accommodates eight N atoms in its eight h
sites. The supercell is repeated periodically so that this
culation models N2 associative desorption starting from a
initial coverage ofQN51.00, 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25 as ind
cated on the figure. Note that because of the finite size of
unit cell, the calculations reflect a significant change inQN

during the associative desorption. For example, transi
stateB describes desorption fromQN50.75 toQN50.50.

In Fig. 9 the potential energy of various distinct stages
the N2 desorption event are indicated. The open squares
the energy for the most stable geometry of the adlayer at
givenQN and is the initial state for desorption. The asteris
mark the transition state for the associative desorption of

FIG. 7. Comparison of the N2 desorption fluxDQ(E,Ts) for both 14N2

~solid line! and 15N2 ~dashed line! isotopes as a function of translationa
energyE at two different N coveragesQN . For QN50.5, Ts51300 K and
for QN50.73,Ts51200 K. The curves forQN50.5 and forQN50.73 have
been shifted vertically for clarity.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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N atoms from neighboring hcp sites. The solid squares refl
the energy of the state produced by the associative des
tion in which two neighboring hcp sites are vacant~di-
vacancy!. The surface configuration including this N d
vacancy is metastable byDEdv . After desorption, the
metastable state must relax to the adiabatic ground stat
thatQN by diffusion of adsorbed N. This is illustrated in Fig
10. The diffusion of N on Ru~0001! is very slow.62 Since the
time scale of the LAAD experiment is very short compar
to the diffusion annihilation of the di-vacancy, the barrierV*
measured in LAAD is to the structure containing a d
vacancy. The change in the relaxed energy between the
tial and final states of the associative desorption is the dif
ential desorption energy 2DEN . Note that this differential
desorption energy is not simply related to the difference

FIG. 8. Comparison of the N2 desorption fluxDQ(E,Ts) for 15N2 at QN

50.6 andTs5875 K ~solid line! andTs51300 K ~dashed line!.

FIG. 9. Calculated energy diagram for sequential desorption of N2 from
Ru~0001!–c(434) initially at QN51.00. Points A, B, C, and D are trans
tion states for desorption from the initialQN51.00, 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25
respectively. Open squares are the adiabatic ground state adsorbate en
at the givenQN and solid squares are the adsorbate energy includin
di-vacancy of energyDEdv . DEN is the differential adsorption energy an
V* is the barrier measured in LAAD~both labeled here forQN50.75).
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average adsorption energies at the given coverages sinc
all of the adsorbate is totally removed in the desorption st

Assigning QN for each calculated barrierVDFT* corre-
sponding to the N coverage in the super cell before des
tion, values obtained are given in Table I and compared
adiabatic barriers obtained from LAADVLAAD* . Corrections
for the change in vibrational zero point energy have not b
included in VDFT* . This is anticipated to lowerVDFT* by
roughly 0.1 eV53 relative to those in the table to obtain adi
batic barriers. Overall, there is excellent agreement betw
the LAAD and DFT barriers, especially if the LAAD barrier
are viewed as lower limits to the adiabatic barriers. We ha
also included in Table I a recent calculation of the barrier fo
a mixed N1O adlayer done in an identical manner.61 Again,
there is very good agreement with the LAAD experiment
the mixed adlayer.

E. Discussion of results

1. QN dependence

As outlined, there is a substantial dependence of the
rier obtained from LAAD and the DFT calculations onQN .
This was previously inferred indirectly by combining desor
tion energiesEdes estimated from TPD peak positions wit
theoretical N adsorption energiesEN

25 ~see also Figs. 1 and
9!. However, since the TPD experiment only desorbs a sm
fraction of the adsorbed N in a given TPD peak, it is mo
appropriate to use the differential adsorption energiesDEN in
the barrier estimate. Figure 11 shows a comparison of
experimental barriers from LAAD, the TPD based estima
~usingDEN! and the DFT calculations as a function ofQN .
There is good agreement between all methods given the
certainties and limitations of each.

The origin of the increase of the barrier and decrease
binding energy for N with QN is discussed in detai
elsewhere.61 Here we simply give a brief synopsis. It ha
previously been demonstrated that there is a strong corr
tion of both surface adsorption energies and barriers to
sociation on transition metals with the center of the me
d-bands.63 For N adsorbed on Ru~0001!, such a correlation
also exists for the coverage dependence of differen
chemisorption energies and energy barriers.54 The Ru 4d-
band centers«d decrease withQN because the Ru atom
have their electronic 4d states shifted down compared to th
clean surface value as a consequence of the bonding to
preadsorbed N. Both the atomic chemisorption energies

rgies
a

FIG. 10. Representation of N2 desorption event~a!,~b! and diffusion healing
of di-vacancy~c! to form lowest energy structure~d! at a newQN . Large
open circles are Ru atoms, dark circles are N atoms that are desorbed
gray circles are the remaining adsorbed N atoms.
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the energy barriers increase with the decrease in«d because
the lower in energy the Ru 4d electrons are the less they a
capable of interacting chemically with the electronic lev
on the adsorbed N as well as on the transition state.63

One feature predicted by the DFT calculations is an
parent violation of detailed balance at highQN . In associa-
tive desorption experiments, the barrierV* is measured since
the surface is left with a di-vacancy which heals out slow
relative to the desorption step. However, in sticking expe
ments, the appropriate barrier isV* 1DEdv since at highQN

the surface must create a di-vacancy to provide empty a
cent hcp sites for the minimal energy dissociation path.
thoughDEdv!V* , the creation of a di-vacancy does requ
excitation of the surface thermally. These differences are
relevant at lowQN since empty adjacent hcp sites alrea
exist.

2. Mixed N and O adlayer

LAAD of the mixed adlayer,QN50.21 ML and QO

50.30 ML, produced a modest barrier increase of 0.3
over that forQN50.23 ML and QO50 ML~see Table I!.
Since 2EN5V* 2Edes, we can also estimate the adsorpti
energyEN in the mixed adlayer sinceEdes51.3 eV~Ref. 25!
for this case~we neglect the small correction due toDEdv

and takeEN5DEN since all of the N2 is desorbed in this
TPD peak!. This gives EN510.4 eV compared toEN

520.1 eV for the pure lowQN case.25 Thus, coadsorption
of O both reduces the binding energy of N to the surface
raises the barrier. This is, of course, exactly the same qu
tative effect as occurs for additional N coverage. Recent D
calculations for mixed adlayers indicate that co-adsorption
QO50.25 to aQN50.25 adlayer causes an increase inV* of
0.1 eV~see Table I! and destabilizesEN by 0.45 eV.61 These
changes are in good agreement with our observations.
DFT calculations also show that the origin of these chan
in V* andEN are related to downward shifts of the Ru 4
band centers«d with QO, as well asQN .61

FIG. 11. N2 dissociation barriers on Ru~0001! as a function of N coverage
QN . Triangles are from LAAD measurements, squares from DFT calc
tions, and circles are from combining desorption energy measurements
TPD with DFT calculations of N adsorption energies.
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3. Dynamics of associative desorption

Although the high energy threshold inDQ(E,Ts) gives a
lower bound to the barrier irrespective of the associative
sorption dynamics, the full shape ofDQ(E,Ts) can also pro-
vide information on the dynamics of associative desorpti
Figures 7 and 8 show that the peak, or average translati
energy^E&, of the distribution is at significantly lower ene
gies than the high energy thresholds which have been id
tified as lower bounds to the adiabatic barrier. There are s
eral possible scenarios which could produce such a beha

One possibility is that instead of desorbing over the ad
batic barrier at ca. 2 eV, associative desorption could oc
from a static distribution of lower barrier sites, e.g., defec
and the overallDQ(E,Ts) reflects this distribution of lower
barrier sites. In this case,DQ(E,Ts)}exp(2E/kBTs) since it
depends on the convolution of the static barrier distribut
with the initial thermal distribution. This is shown schema
cally in Fig. 12, whereDQ(E,Ts) for Ts5875 K is gener-
ated by a polynomial fit of the experimental data. The nom
nal Ts independence in Fig. 8 is in direct conflict with such
prediction and thus demonstrates that^E&!V* (0) is not due
to a distribution of lower barriers. This conclusion is in goo
agreement with all the experimental checks discussed ea
that demonstrate that defects play little role in the obser
LAAD.

DFT calculations of the 2D elbow PES for N2 dissocia-
tion on Ru~0001!18 show that within a 2D dynamical picture
the barrier is an extreme example of an exit channel bar
i.e., almost exclusively along the vibrational coordinate. F
associative desorption, this means that one anticipates st
vibrational excitation, possibly even vibrational inversio
within this same 2D dynamical framework. Thus, it is po
sible that ^E&!V* (0) since most of the barrier energy
released into vibrational excitation of N2 rather than transla-
tion. In this case, the only effect ofTs on DQ(E,Ts) is to add
a small termkBTs to the adiabatic barrier for the total energ
available for partitioning into the products. This is show
schematically in Fig. 12 and is consistent with the expe

-
m

FIG. 12. The expected N2 desorption fluxDQ(E,Ts51300 K) predicted
from DQ(E,Ts5875 K), assuming a distribution of static barriers,P(V* ),
is responsible for the shape ofDQ(E,Ts) ~dotted! or assuming that either
vibrational excitation,«n , or energy loss,d«q , are responsible for the shap
of DQ(E,Ts) ~dashed!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ments reported there. This interpretation was used previo
by us in a preliminary account of these results51,54 and is
consistent with the claim of vibrational inversion inv51and
n50 by Murphyet al.18

It is also possible that in the associative desorption, t
N2 loses significant energy to the lattice after passage o
the adiabatic barrier of ca. 2 eV before it reaches
asymptotic N2(g)1Ru~0001! state which is detected. Thi
mechanism also is consistent with Figs. 8 and 12 sinc
predicts thatDQ(E,Ts) will be largely independent ofTs .
LAAD experiments with REMPI state resolved detecti
will be reported elsewhere that demonstrate thatDQ(E,Ts) is
dominated byv50 over the broad range of energies o
served here.23 Thus, large energy loss to the lattice mu
occur, although the nature of this energy loss is at this st
completely ill defined. It does imply, however, that a 2
model of direct dynamics involving only a translational a
the vibrational coordinate must be a very incomplete desc
tion of the dynamics since this does not account for the
ergy loss to the lattice. To the extent that the 2D DFT PE18

captures some essence of the correct dynamics, we antic
considerable initial vibrational excitation as the N2 leaves the
transition state and hence energy loss from this coordin
prior to formation of the asymptotic final state. A direct co
pling of high frequency vibrational coordinates to the latti
is not generally observed in gas-surface scattering. It is p
sible that strong orientational and lateral corrugation of
PES at the transition state could cause significant ene
mixing amongst N2 modes and loss from the vibrational c
ordinate to the lattice prior to desorption. It is also possi
that the strong curvature in the 2D reaction coordinate cau
strong coupling ofv and E coordinates prior to desorption
and that there is then strong coupling betweenE and the
lattice upon desorption. Finally, some mixing/energy lo
could occur through indirect scattering from the N2 molecu-
lar well of ca. 0.4 eV and through which the N2 must pass
enroute to desorption from the surface. Although it is gen
ally anticipated that energy loss to the lattice will involve
coupling to the phonon coordinates, we do note that str
coupling to electronic coordinates has been proposed to
count for large multiquantum vibrational energy relaxation
scattering of highly excited NO from Au~111!.64 A similar
charge transfer mechanism, however, is less likely for2

than NO. Since the origin of the large energy loss is
present unclear, we strongly encourageab initio molecular
dynamics studies of this associative desorption. Any l
mechanism coupling to phonons should be apparent, w
loss to the electronic degrees of freedom may not be
dicted at this level of theory. We will show elsewhere59 that
the most reasonable interpretation of measurements
S(E,Tn) is also in terms of strong energy loss to the lattic
although in this case it is predominately energy loss from
translational coordinate.

As mentioned earlier, state resolved TOF experime
using laser REMPI detection have measured the N2 produced
in the dissociation of NH3 on a hot Ru~0001! surface.18 This
experiment only probed various rotational states withinv
50 andv51. They observed vibrational inversion betwe
v50 andv51 and the translational energy distribution f
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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both v50 and v51 peaked at low translational energie
~nearly thermal!, but contained a tail to much higher transl
tional energies. Although we also observe a tailing to h
translational energies, we do not observe this peaking at v
low translational energies. In addition, the REMPI expe
ments to be reported elsewhere23 do not find the vibrational
inversion reported by them. It has been suggested that
experiments of Murphyet al. may be looking at desorption
from defect sites,53 or a combination of defect and terrac
sites. We are in no position to judge this, but do point out t
the addition of a large lowE peak anticipated from desorp
tion at defects to our results gives roughly theE distribution
observed by Murphy,et al., although full reconciliation
would require vibrational inversion only for this low energ
defect peak. We do note, however, that there are also sig
cant other differences between the two experiments as w
with unknown dynamic consequences. For example, the
periments of Murphyet al. are performed for low total
atomic N coverage on the surface, while the LAAD expe
ment is performed at higherQN . Finally, it is only assumed
that the N2 produced in the REMPI experiment is produc
by associative desorption rather than some other surface
action. In order to answer these latter concerns, we h
repeated the experiments of Murphy,et al. using REMPI de-
tection and find qualitatively the same results as the LAA
with REMPI detection, e.g., no low energy peak in the st
resolved desorption flux and no vibrational inversion.

4. Isotope effect

A ‘‘remarkable’’ heavy atom isotope effect has been o
served in molecular beam experiments of dissociative
sorption of N2/Ru ~0001!, with S(14N2)/S(15N2)55 at lower
incident energies decreasing toS(14N2)/S(15N2)51 for E
.2 eV.65 It was suggested that this provided evidence fo
nonadiabatic mechanism for dissociation, or at least tun
ing through a single adiabatic barrier~although the experi-
mentally observed isotope effect was substantially lar
than the one theoretically estimated by them due to
nonadiabatic mechanism!.

As shown in Fig. 7, no isotope effect is observable
DQ(E,Ts) at anyE for bothQ50.73 andQ50.5. This cer-
tainly indicates that tunneling is not important in associat
desorption since we anticipate thatDQ(E,Ts) for 14N2 will
occur at lowerE than for15N2 if the tunneling was important
Furthermore, the total yield for desorption was identical
14N2 and 15N2 , further confirming that tunneling was no
dominant. While the initial conditions are not identical
desorption and adsorption, the absence of tunneling in
sorption does make a tunneling argument for the origin of
isotope effect in adsorption less likely.

The contribution of tunneling to the overall rate of ass
ciative desorption can be estimated as the quantum cor
tion to the transition state rate66 of associative desorption
Using a standard one-dimensional tunneling approximat
a symmetric Eckart barrier to represent the barrier of the
PES,18 a tunneling mass equal to the vibrational reduc
mass andTs5800 K, we find that the estimated tunnelin
correction to the desorption is completely negligible.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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It is possible that the observed isotope effect inS is more
related to the experimental difficulties of controlling an
maintaining constant initial conditions for the two isotopes
the experiments.S depends strongly onTv andDE/E of the
beams as well asE and this was not carefully controlled~or
at least reported! and corrected for in the experiment
study.65 For example, it is not obvious that the sameTv is
used in comparing the sameE and it was shown previously
by them thatS is also a function ofTv as well asE.58 In
addition, the sticking experiments were only performed w
modest energy resolution,DE/E50.25– 0.35 and the stick
ing reported by them forE,V* can be qualitatively ac-
counted for by simply convolving the limited energy reso
tion with a sharp threshold atV* '2 eV. Thus small
variations inDE/E between the two beams could also cau
an apparent isotope effect.

5. Relative insensitivity to desorption from defects

Despite the fact that defects are known to lower both
barrier to dissociative adsorption substantially53 and the bar-
rier to associative desorption in TPD,67 the LAAD experi-
ment measures desorption from majority terrace sites.

There are probably two major reasons for this relat
insensitivity to defects in the LAAD of N2 from Ru~0001!.
First, theT-jump utilized in LAAD results in desorption a
higher Ts than in conventional slow TPD experiments. A
discussed in Sec. III C, desorption at higherTs favors the
kinetic path with the higher phase space, even if it is not
minimum energy path. Predicting the ratio of the rate
desorption from terraces,Rt , to that of steps,Rs , as a func-
tion of Ts and QN shows that under the conditions of th
LAAD experiments, desorption from terraces should dom
nate for any reasonable values of the steric factors and ki-
netic parameters taken from an analysis of TPD spectr
low QN ,67 which are interpreted in terms of a very larg
decrease inEdes from terraces to steps. We here take t
experimentalrdefect50.0025 for our surface in estimating th
step pre-exponential factor relative to that of terraces.25 Plots
similar to Fig. 4 can be made and we find that the cross
point whereRt.Rs , is at Ts;830, 1060, 1470 K fors
50.01, 0.1, 1, respectively. It is likely that the steric fact
s!1 for this case since DFT calculations suggest that
lowest barrier pathway at steps only occurs when two ato
are perpendicular to the step, i.e., for a constrain
geometry.53

The second reason that desorption from steps does
dominate in LAAD is that diffusion is limited during a
T-jump of only 100 ns so that desorption from steps m
well become diffusion limited. At lowQN , STM experi-
ments show that N atoms preferentially occupy terrace ra
than step sites, so that the free energy of terrace sites is lo
than that of step sites.62 This may, however, be an entrop
effect only dominant at lowQN since DFT calculations sug
gest that N atom binding is greater at one ledge of the s
than on terrace sites.53 However, even if one ledge of the ste
sites are preferentially occupied, N atoms must still diffuse
the other ledge and align perpendicular to the step in orde
satisfy the lowest barrier condition for desorption from t
step. The diffusion barrier for N/Ru~0001! is almost 1 eV,62
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so that diffusion lengths obtained during theT-jump are very
short compared to the estimated 1500 Å separation betw
steps for our high quality crystal. Thus, it is likely that und
conditions of our LAAD experiments, desorption from ste
is strongly diffusion limited and therefore the yield is lo
during theT-jump.

V. LAAD OF CO FROM Ru „0001…

In this section we describe LAAD experiments of th
associative desorption of C1O and C21O on Ru~0001! to
form CO.

A. Background on CO ÕRu„0001… system

The original motivation for this study was that CO
isoelectronic with N2 and the dynamics of dissociativ
adsorption/ associative desorption were anticipated to
similar to that for N2/Ru~0001!.

DFT calculations indicate that high barriers exist for C
dissociation on several transition metal surfaces and that
barrier is also located almost exclusively along a vibratio
coordinate.68 For example, the DFT barriers areV*
51.0 eV, 1.4 eV, and 2.9 eV for dissociation of CO o
Ru~0001!,68 Ni~111! and Pt~111!, respectively.69 ~The DFT
barriers may actually be higher using the better RPBE fu
tional used for the N2 calculations.!

Molecular beam experiments have not observed dir
dissociative sticking on the terraces for any of these met
even at incident E much higher than the calculate
V* .41–43,70,71For example, CO incident atE52 eV shows
no evidence for activated dissociation on Ru~0001!.41–43 It
has often been argued that this inability to translationa
activate dissociation of CO on transition metal surfaces
because the barrier is along the vibrational rather than tra
lational coordinate. While this may be part of the answer
is not the complete answer since vibrational excitat
through a hot nozzle also does not induce signific
dissociation.70,71 In addition, N2 with perhaps an even highe
barrier to dissociation than CO, gives measurable disso
tive adsorption under similar molecular beam conditions
used for the CO beam experiments. This suggests that t
must be an additional reason that CO dissociative adsorp
is not observed on transition metal surfaces.

CO dissociation on Ni and Ru single crystals is known
occur at high pressure72,73 or for extended doses in
UHV.74–76 However, it is likely that this is due to dissocia
tion at steps or defects,72–75and is in accord with the lower
ing of the barrier to dissociation at steps in DF
calculations.53,77

B. Preparation of C adlayers on Ru „0001…

Carbon can exist in several different phases on
Ru~0001! surface, from isolated C atoms~carbidic C! to is-
lands of graphite.73,78,79The phase formed depends upon t
degree of exposure of a precursor molecule that dissoci
to form C ~e.g., CH4, C2H4 or CO! and the thermal history
of the sample. For example, low exposures of C2H4 and
anneals to 700 K result in the formation of reactive carbi
C, while an anneal to 1300 K results in graphitic C.78 The
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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likely explanation is that isolated C atoms that are initia
formed in dissociation of C2H4 have a high diffusion barrie
and therefore must undergo a high temperature anneal so
they can form the more stable graphite on the surface.
different forms of carbon are distinguished by differences
temperature programmed oxidation~TPO!, i.e., by ramping
the temperature with coadsorbed oxygen atoms and mon
ing the CO formation due to oxidation of the C. The carbid
C shows a TPO peak at ca. 540 K,76 while the graphitic C
shows a peak at 1000–1100 K.73 In some experiments, a
intermediate anneal to 660 K for low exposure of precurs
results in conversion of the TPO peak for carbidic C to a n
TPO peak at 740 K.76 This new ‘‘state’’ of C is presumably
the formation of C2 or other small C fragments on the su
face caused by the limited mobility of the C atoms duri
this intermediate anneal. Thus, there are at least three m
or less well-defined phases of C that can be produced on
Ru~0001! surface; C, C2 , and graphite.

Procedures were developed to produce in a relativ
isolated way the three forms of C on the surface, as e
denced by the TPO spectra in Fig. 13. As a precursor,
exposed the surface to a seeded supersonic beam of C4 at
an incident normal energy of 0.85 eV and atTs5600 K. At
this energy, a small fraction of the CH4 dissociates and at thi
Ts all CHx fragments fully dissociate to C and H, with the
associatively desorbing from the surface. For beam ex
sures of<30 s only carbidic C was observed~see Fig. 13!.
Both exposure atTs.600 K or for longer times than 30 s a
Ts5600 K produced TPO consistent with a mixture of
and C2 on the surface. It was possible to then remove the
by a TPO to 615 K. After this procedure, only C2 or other
small aggregates remained on the surface. This is show
Fig. 13 labeled as C2. Finally, exposure for 30 s followed b
anneals above 1000 K also produced graphitic C. The sm
peak at;420 K in Fig. 13 is due to molecularly CO ad
sorbed from the background, shifted down in temperat
due to the adsorbed oxygen.80 Essentially the same resul
were obtained by exposure to C2H2 at low energy as the C
source instead of the seeded supersonic beam of CH4.

FIG. 13. The CO partial pressure in the chamberPCO as a function of
surface temperatureTs formed by temperature programmed oxidation~TPO!
of the three forms of carbon adsorbed on Ru~0001!; C, C2 , and graphite.
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C. LAAD experiments

Initial LAAD experiments were performed after prepa
ing a Ru~0001! surface with only carbidic C-atoms with
QC;0.05 ML and then saturating the surface with O ato
(QO;0.5 ML! by background O2 adsorption at Ts

5300 K. The sample was then biased atT05430 K, above
the nominal TPD peak of molecularly adsorbed CO when
is present,80 but below the associative desorption temperat
for Cads1Oads→COgas. The resulting TOF from the LAAD
is given in Fig. 14~a!. Following the LAAD procedure, the
normal TPO intensity was largely unchanged and indica
that only a very small fraction of the C was removed by t
LAAD. In addition since only the TPO feature at 570 K wa
present after the LAAD, theT-jump did not cause any ag
gregation of C atoms during the experiment.

Another LAAD experiment was performed by preparin
the carbon adlayer attributed to adsorbed C2 followed by
saturated adsorption of O2 . Prior to LAAD, the surface tem-
perature was set at the biasT05500 K. This insures that any
C on the surface is removed by background TPO and
only C21O associative desorption can contribute to t
LAAD. Results are given in Fig. 14~b!. A TPO following the
LAAD showed only the feature at 700 K.

Because of the analogy to N2/Ru~0001!, we anticipated
that LAAD of C1O and C21O should produce high trans
lational excitation in the desorbing CO. Instead we obse
only slow thermal energies of the desorbing CO. The res
ing LAAD are well described by Maxwell–Boltzmann dis
tributions as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 14. The te
peratures characteristic of the LAAD areTC1O5842 K for
Fig. 14~a! andTC21O5915 K for Fig. 14~b!. These are close
to, but not quite identical to, theTs5T01DTs estimated
from LITD of CO as described earlier; i.e.,Ts5980 K for
the conditions of Fig. 14~a! andTs51050 K for the condi-
tions of Fig. 14~b!. Whether this small difference betwee
the LAAD and LITD temperatures is meaningful is not cle
since there are chemical effects, which slightly affect t

FIG. 14. CO desorption densityD(t) as a function of time of flightt for CO
formed by LAAD of ~a! C1O and ~b! C21O. CO translational energyE
corresponding tot is given on the axis at the top. The smooth curves
Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions at 842 K for~a! and 915 K for~b!.
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best-fit CO LITD Maxwell–Boltzmann temperatures o
tained in CO LITD. The main conclusion is that despite t
similarity of the barrier topology to N2/Ru~0001!, associative
desorption of C1O produces only thermalized CO in ass
ciative desorption.

Because the LAAD looks so similar to normal LITD o
CO, several tests were undertaken to insure that the obse
CO did result from LAAD and not from LITD of an impurity
CO existing on the surface. The major motivation for cho
ing a biasT05430 K for Fig. 14~a! was that this is slightly
above the nominal TPD peak of molecular CO from terra
sites under these conditions when O is coadsorbed.80 After
preparation of the C1O adlayer identically as for the LAAD
experiments and setting the biasT05430 K, no molecular
CO was observed in TPD above 430 K. In addition, tw
LAAD experiments were performed by only preparing
Ru~0001! and thereafter only O/Ru~0001!. In both cases, no
CO at all was observed in the TOF and again indicates
molecular impurities are not the source of the LAAD. F
nally, for Fig. 14~b!, the bias temperature is 500 K, far abo
any molecular CO peak so that no molecular CO can
present on the surface.

Even though barriers to associative desorption of CO
undoubtedly lower at steps and defects, it is also very
likely that the LAAD originates from these defect sites. B
sides the general arguments against this presented in the
cussion of N2 LAAD, C is very unlikely to reside
preferentially at defects since the dissociation of CH4 from
the molecular beam dosing is direct and randomly distribu
on the surface. C atoms formed by the rapid dissociation
CH4 are completely immobile under the conditions of t
LAAD experiments.

D. Discussion

The thermal or quasithermal desorption of CO formed
associative desorption on Ru~0001! is evidence that strong
energy loss to the lattice occurs for this system, even m
than in the case of N1N associative desorption on Ru~0001!.
The similarity in barrier topology of C1O to that for N1N
on Ru~0001! suggests a common origin to the energy lo
mechanism. One possible reason for the stronger therma
tion of CO relative to N2 may be in the role of the molecula
well to cause even additional energy loss. For N2/ Ru~0001!,
the molecular well is only 0.4 eV.81,82 However, for CO/
Ru~0001! the molecular well is 1.7 eV.83,84 In addition, be-
cause the CO well is deeper, it is likely to extend ove
much greater phase space than the N2 well, i.e. for a wider
range of angles and impact sites on the surface. We there
suggest that the CO is either transiently trapped into or in
rectly scatters from the molecular well after association
the barrier and before exiting into the gas phase, and
these effects are much more pronounced for CO relativ
N2 .

It is difficult to distinguish between transient trappin
and incomplete thermalization for the CO in LAAD. In th
former case, the CO traps in the well after passage over
barrier and desorption occurs because theTs is above the
desorption temperature of the molecule. The TOF res
from the more rapid desorption during theT-jump. In the
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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second scenario, it is possible that because of indirect s
tering in the well on the way out, there is a rapid loss of t
translational degree of freedom due to energy scramb
into other modes~parallel translational, rotational or the pho
non energy!. The ultimate limit of this scattering is complet
thermalization, i.e., transient trapping. Since we only obse
the translational energy distribution normal to the surfa
we cannot distinguish whether internal molecular modes
also thermalized.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described a general technique
studying associative desorption, so-called laser assisted a
ciative desorption~LAAD ! and from this in favorable case
inferring energetics and some aspects of the dynamics
associative desorption. This technique is based on desor
molecules via a laser inducedT-jump and measuring the
translational energy distribution of associatively desorb
molecules via time-of-flight techniques. The technique h
several advantages relative to other methods of obser
associative desorption; higher sensitivity, wider range ofTs ,
wider range of atomic coverages, ability to observe asso
tive desorption when this is not the lowest energy path an
relative insensitivity to defects. On the other hand, a dis
vantage of the technique is the need to minimize laser d
age at the surface due to repeated laserT-jumps. This is
particularly relevant since a photophysical mechanism
laser-induced damage has been identified for several m
and for which there is no threshold for formation. It wa
possible, however, to devise procedures which insured
no laser damage occurred for the Ru~0001! surface. Another
disadvantage is that internal state distributions are not
tained as the technique has been described here. It wil
described elsewhere23 that combining laser based REMPI d
tection with LAAD is feasible and removes this restriction

As a way to characterize theT-jump on the surface, we
have measured the CO translational energy distribution
CO LITD from the Ru~0001! surface. In contrast to a few
prior studies, we find that this CO LITD is well behaved a
fits thermodynamic expectations. The translational distri
tions are Maxwell–Boltzmann withTCO'Ts whereTs is the
peak temperature calculated for theT-jump using the stan-
dard theoretical model forT-jumps. TCO is linear with the
incident laser intensity and shows no leveling off at hi
laser intensities as in some other studies.

We have used the technique of LAAD to study the d
namics of associative desorption of N2 from Ru~0001!. We
find that adiabatic barriers can be obtained as the high en
threshold in LAAD. The barrier between gas phase N2 and
adsorbed N increases substantially with both N and co
sorbed O coverage on the surface. This is also in very g
agreement with DFT calculations and is rationalized in ter
of shifts of the center of the metald bands with N coverage
We also find no significant isotope effect in either the yie
for desorption or in the energy distribution of desorbed N2,
indicating that tunneling plays no role in associative deso
tion. The results also suggest large energy loss to the la
upon desorption, presumably mostly from the vibrational c
ordinate. The nature of this energy loss mechanism is not
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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understood, but it does mean that a 2D dynamical descrip
of associative desorption must be a rather incomplete
scription of the qualitative aspects of N2/Ru~0001! dynamics.
Thus, N2 associative desorption~and dissociative chemisorp
tion! dynamics are qualitatively different than that for th
H2/Cu paradigm of activated adsorption.

We have also performed LAAD experiments for the is
electronic CO associative desorption from C1O ~and C21O!
on Ru~0001!. Only thermal or quasithermal CO is observ
in the LAAD. This is rationalized in terms of large energ
loss to the lattice and either transient trapping or indir
scattering in the deep molecular well after formation at
transition state and prior to desorption from the surface.
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